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Introduction
The goal of the Strategy Task Force was to define the principles that should guide the
development of international strategies and standards for the long-term preservation of authentic
electronic records, and the criteria for developing from them national and organizational policies
and strategies.1 Chaired by the project director, its members are the chairs of the three task
forces on authenticity, appraisal, and preservation; an expert on legal and policy issues (Jason
Baron); and an expert on standards, especially those related to copyright (Sharon Farb).2
The intellectual framework developed by the Strategy Task Force derives from the distillation and
synthesis of the findings of the Authenticity, Appraisal, and Preservation Task Forces. The
definitions of the key concepts expressed in the framework can be found in the international,
interdisciplinary glossary produced by the Glossary Committee.
The original InterPARES research plan identified three questions that were to be addressed
within Domain 4, which is the area of inquiry under the responsibility of the Strategy Task Force:
•
•
•

What principles should guide the formulation of international policies, strategies, and
standards related to the long-term preservation of authentic electronic records?
What should be the criteria for developing national policies, strategies, and standards?
What should be the criteria for developing organizational policies, strategies, and
standards?

The distinction between international, national, and organizational policies, strategies, and
standards derives from the recognition that each cultural, juridical, and organizational
environment has its own needs, which must be articulated in a manner suitable for that
environment. In each case the articulation of policies, strategies, and standards will reflect the
synthesis of archival requirements for authentic electronic records with other requirements and
constraints operative in that environment, as well as with possibilities and mechanisms for
acquiring and committing resources and obtaining the support and commitment of stakeholders.
This document intends to provide a framework for the articulation of policies, strategies and
standards, ensuring that they are well-grounded and consistent. It has therefore been necessary
to take into account applicable laws and regulations; general policies concerning archives,
records management, information technology, and client service; and realistic assessments of
resource availability and stakeholder commitment. This document represents the summary of the
principles and criteria that have emerged from the research project.
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A policy is a formal statement of direction or guidance as to how an organization will carry out its mandate,
functions or activities, motivated by determined interests or programs. A strategy is the complex of practical
means formally articulated by an entity for reaching a specific purpose, that is a plan or a road map for
implementing policies. A standard is the complex of established norms aiming to make the characteristic of a
product, process, or service uniform within or across a sector, a country, or a system. In technical or
industrial use, a standard is a model or a type of a given product.
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Copyright and intellectual property issues may arise from the fact that we cannot preserve electronic
records but only copies of electronic records.
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The Development of the Intellectual Framework
Frameworks are shared maps for advancing understanding and implementing concepts, ideas,
and issues. Similar to other maps, intellectual frameworks are used to model concepts by
capturing important dimensions. The main purpose of an intellectual framework as a model is to
“serve as an instrument of understanding.”3 The value of an intellectual framework is the “real
world ability to generate insights about issues.”4
The Strategy Task Force developed the intellectual framework through analysis and synthesis of
results of work in the first three InterPARES domains. Taking those results as its data, the task
force distilled principles and criteria for the formulation of policies, strategies, and standards. This
framework reflects a multidisciplinary, international, and iterative collaboration among the task
forces and international and national research teams.
Building on the work done by Lal Verman,5 related to developing a logical model of
standardization, and Yesha Y. Sivan,6 related to the development of a five dimensional framework
for development of standards, the Strategy Task Force has designed an intellectual framework
that can be used by international and national bodies, and individual organizations to understand
and implement the research findings and results of the InterPARES Project. An intellectual
framework is not intended as a tool to develop theory; rather, it can be used as a tool to promote
and communicate a shared understanding of the key concepts, issues and proposed solutions
related to the long-term preservation of authentic electronic records. This framework for the
development of policies, strategies, and standards related to the long-term preservation of
authentic electronic records has three dimensions: purpose, principles, and criteria.
The Intellectual Framework
1) Purpose
The purpose of the intellectual framework is to support the development of policies, strategies,
and standards.
2) Principles and Criteria
Principles are statements that have general validity in a given sector or field. In applied sciences,
they are conceptual statements on which a science, an argument, or a reasoning is based,
derived from the observation of individual facts. Criteria are the norms on which distinctions are
based, judgements are made, and different lines of action or conduct are decided.
The extensive and in-depth investigations of the InterPARES project over three years have been
distilled into a set of fourteen principles and corresponding criteria for the development of policies,
strategies, and standards.
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D.N. Perkins, Knowledge as Design (Hillsdale, NJ: L. Erlbaum Associates, 1986), 126.
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Y.Y. Sivan, Knowledge Age Standards: A Brief Introduction to Their Dimensions. (Hershey, PA: Idea
Group Publishing, 2000), 14.
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Knowledge Age Standards. See also Y.Y. Sivan, Nine Keys to a Knowledge Infrastructure: A Proposed
Analytic Framework for Organizational Knowledge Management (Cambridge, MA: Center for Information
Policy and K2K Inc., 2001).
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Any records preservation policy, strategy, or standard should:
Principle

Criteria

1. address records specifically rather than digital
objects generally; that is, it should address
documents made or received and set aside in the
course of practical activity.

A record is distinguished from other digital objects
by virtue of the fact that it possesses a fixed
documentary form, a stable content, an archival
bond with other records, and an identifiable
context. It participates in or supports an action and
at least three persons are involved in its creation
(i.e., an author, a writer, and an addressee).i

2. focus on authentic electronic records.

An authentic electronic record is one that is what it
claims to be and that is free from tampering or
corruption. Accordingly, proving the authenticity of
an electronic record involves establishing its
identity and demonstrating its integrity on the basis
of the benchmark and baseline requirements for
authenticity. The identity of a record refers to the
distinguishing character of a record, that is, the
attributes of a record that uniquely characterize it
and distinguish it from other records. The integrity
of a record refers to its wholeness and soundness:
a record has integrity when it is complete and
uncorrupted in all its essential respects. This does
not mean that the record must be precisely the
same as it was when first created for its integrity to
exist and be demonstrated. When we refer to an
electronic record, we consider it essentially
complete and uncorrupted if the message that it is
meant to communicate in order to achieve its
purpose is unaltered.ii

3. recognize and provide for the fact that
authenticity is most at risk when records are
transmitted across space (i.e., when sent between
persons, systems, or applications) or time (i.e.,
either when they are stored offline, or when the
hardware or software used to process,
communicate, or maintain them is upgraded or
replaced).

Assertions that electronic records are more
susceptible to tampering and corruption than
traditional, hard-copy records need to be placed in
context. While threats to the integrity of electronic
records undoubtedly exist, digital information
technology offers possibilities for very strong
protection of their integrity. These possibilities are
strongest within the confines of a specific system.
For example, it is possible to track every access to
a records system and every action on any record
in the system. A system can be designed so that,
once filed, a record is never out of file: users get
access only to copies of the record. System design
can also preclude any alteration or destruction of
records except by authorized persons. Simple
procedures such as redundant storage and regular
back-up can also make it easy to recover from any
inappropriate alteration or deletion. However, such
controls are only effective within the confines of a
system. When a record is taken out of a system, or
when the system itself is modified, systematic
control is at risk.iii
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4. recognize that preservation of authentic
electronic records is a continuous process that
begins with the process of records creation and
whose purpose is to transmit authentic records
across time and space.

This process is defined as “chain of preservation,”
that is, a system of controls that extends over the
entire life cycle of records and ensures their
identity and integrity in any action that affects the
way the records are represented in storage or
presented for use. The benchmark requirements
for assessing the authenticity of the creator’s
electronic
records
define
evidence
that
demonstrates how the records creator established
and maintained the chain of preservation while the
records remained in its custody. The baseline
requirements supporting the production of
authentic copies of electronic records articulate
what the preserver must do to ensure that the
chain remains unbroken from the moment the
records are transferred to the archives.iv

5. be based on the concept of trust in records
keeping and record preservation and specifically
on the concepts of a trusted record-keeping
system and the role of the preserver as a trusted
custodian.

Records should be made and maintained in a
trusted record-keeping system and preserved by a
trusted custodian. A trusted record-keeping system
comprises the whole of the rules that control the
creation, maintenance, and use of the records of
the creator and that provide a circumstantial
probability of the authenticity of the records within
the system. To be considered a trusted custodian,
the preserver must demonstrate that it has no
reason to alter the preserved records or allow
others to alter them, and is capable of
implementing all of the baseline requirements.v

6. be predicated on the understanding that it is not
possible to preserve an electronic record as a
stored physical object: it is only possible to
preserve the ability to reproduce the record.

Reproducing an electronic record means to be
able to render it with the content and any required
elements of documentary form and annotations
that such record possessed before reproduction.vi

7. recognize that the physical and intellectual
components of an electronic record do not
necessarily coincide and that the concept of digital
component is distinct from the concept of element
of documentary form.

A digital component is distinguished from an
element of documentary form on the basis of the
fact that a digital component is a digital object that
contains all or part of the content of an electronic
record, and/or data or metadata necessary to
order, structure, or manifest the content, and that
requires specific methods for preservation. In
contrast, extrinsic and intrinsic elements of form
are those characteristics of a record that constitute
its external appearance and convey the action in
which it participates and the immediate context in
which it was created.vii
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8. specify the requirements a copy of a record
should satisfy to be considered equivalent to an
original.

In principle, an original electronic record is the first
complete and effective record. However, in an
electronic environment, no original survives. Every
faithful copy of such a record’s content and of its
documentary form is to be considered a copy in
the form of the original, which is equivalent to the
original as to its consequences. Any kind of copy
that is declared authentic by an officer entrusted
with such a responsibility is also equivalent to the
original.viii

9. integrate records appraisal in the continuous
process of preservation.

Records should be selected for long-term
preservation on the basis of their continuing value,
assessment of their authenticity, and the feasibility
ix
of their preservation.

10. integrate archival description in the continuous
process of preservation.

Archival description should serve as a collective
attestation of the authenticity of the records and
their relationships in the context of the fonds to
which the records belong in conformance with the
x
baseline requirements.

11. explicitly state that the entire process of
preservation must be thoroughly documented as a
primary means for protecting and assessing
authenticity over the long term.

To support the assertion of the authenticity of
preserved electronic records, the preserver should
document, at a minimum: the records creator’s
practices to support a presumption of authenticity,
in accordance with the benchmark requirements
for authenticity; and the processes of bringing the
records into the archives and maintaining them
over time, and the reproduction of records, in
accordance with the baseline requirements for the
production of authentic copies of records.xi

12. explicitly recognize that the traditional principle
that all records relied upon in the usual and
ordinary course of business can be presumed to
be authentic needs to be supplemented in the
case of electronic records by evidence that the
records have not been inappropriately altered.

In addition to the evidence that they were created
and used in the usual and ordinary course of
business, records should be presumed authentic
on the basis of the criteria listed as benchmark
requirements in the "Authenticity Task Force
Report" or verified authentic by the preserver.xii

13. recognize that the preserver is concerned with
both the assessment and the maintenance of the
authenticity of electronic records. The assessment
of the authenticity of electronic records takes place
before records are transferred to the custody of the
preserver as part of the process of appraisal, while
the maintenance of the authenticity of copies of
electronic records takes place once they have
been transferred to the preserver’s custody as part
of the process of long-term preservation.

The assessment of the authenticity of electronic
records should be based on the benchmark
requirements, while the maintenance of the
authenticity of copies of electronic records should
be based on the baseline requirements.xiii

14. draw a clear distinction between the
preservation of the authenticity of records and the
authentication of a record.

Authentication is a declaration of a record’s
authenticity at a specific moment in time by a
juridical person entrusted with the authority to
make such declaration. It takes the form of an
authoritative statement, which may be in the form
of words or symbols, that is added to or inserted in
the record attesting that the record is authentic.
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Digital signatures—which identify the sender of a
data object and verify that it has not been altered
in transmission—can support the authentication of
electronic records, but they are not sufficient to
establish the identity and demonstrate the integrity
of an electronic record over the long term.xiv

Conclusion
According to Lewis Branscomb and Brian Kahin, the development of a theoretical framework
provides for more consistent policy development, contributes to the formulation of models of best
practices, and establishes a process for addressing interoperability, harmonization, and
improvement of cost efficiencies.7 Branscomb argues that, in the absence of a coherent
intellectual framework, conflicts arise, because traditionally distinct domains and multiple
approaches result in inconsistency, lack of interoperability, permanent loss of the cultural,
historical, and financial record and the inability to implement long-term strategies and goals.8
The InterPARES Project has been carried out by an international, multidisciplinary group
conducting investigations in the context of research units working separately. Consistency of
result was ensured by the regular meeting of representatives of the research units in the context
of the International Team workshops, and by the work of the Glossary Committee. However, the
development of this intellectual framework has been invaluable to test the actual coherence of the
three final reports on authenticity, appraisal, and preservation. The concepts on which the
research carried out by the task forces that authored those reports was based had themselves
been developed in the context of an intellectual framework for the InterPARES Project generated
by assembling several theoretical and methodological hypotheses. This common foundation of
the research of the three task forces did yield consistent findings that could be integrated into an
intellectual framework for strategies, policies, and standards development. Some refinements of
the three reports occurred in the course of the articulation of the intellectual framework, but only
for the purpose of making explicit their existing intrinsic coherence. The entire process showed us
the vital importance of an intellectual framework for guaranteeing that the long-term preservation
methods adopted in contexts that are administratively, legally, and culturally diverse will be
coherent, interoperable, and cost-effective. Given the interconnection between policies,
strategies, and standards, this intellectual framework provides a comprehensive basis for
ensuring consistency also across policies, strategies, and standards for the preservation of
authentic electronic records.
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